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Harold Leon Craig. Of Philosophers and Kings: Political
Philosophy in Shakespeare’s Macbeth and King Lear.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001.
406 pp. $70.00 cloth.
Very near the end of this interesting book on Shakespeare as a political philosopher, Leon Craig raises what he concedes “might seem to be
an enormous objection to Shakespeare’s having the close relationship
with Plato that I claim for him, an objection based upon Plato’s being
famous—or infamous—for his scathing criticism of poetry, condemning it
as both morally unwholesome and intellectually shallow” (). e criticisms of e Republic are characterized as essentially political in Books 
and  (poets tend to gratify ignoble tastes) and essentially philosophical
in Book  (poets deal in illusions, standing at two removes from reality). Craig refutes these charges by enlisting Plato as a witness for the
defence. He argues that the two critiques reflect ironically on each other,
that Plato meant them to do this, and that in the process they produce a
third view which synthesizes political and philosophical considerations
in a “just assessment of poetry’s proper place in human life” ()—a just
assessment that would allow the poet (or at least the truly philosophical
poet) to remain in the beautiful city, to remain securely within the politiESC . (December ): –
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cal realm. It’s a plausible argument, and it has a particular felicity as the
conclusion to a book that repeatedly celebrates the drama of philosophy
and the philosophy in drama.
e book focuses not on the overtly political Roman plays or on the
series dealing with English history but on Macbeth and King Lear, at length,
followed by shorter but still very substantial treatments of Othello, e
Winter’s Tale, and Measure for Measure. In each of these Craig explores
Shakespeare’s sustained engagement not so much with Plato directly
(though he thinks direct contact, particularly with e Republic and
e Symposium, is not unlikely) but with exactly the questions that most
exercised Plato: the connections of the health of the individual soul and
the health of the state, the demands of justice, the power of love or eros,
the relation of the human and the divine or the demonic. e first chapter,
“e Political Philosopher as Dramatic Poet,” defends an approach that
treats Shakespeare as a philosopher, that is, as a writer committed to a
strenuous activity of thought (with the emphasis on the activity rather than
on any system, code, or doctrine that may result). In pursuing this activity,
Shakespeare is finely attuned to the nuances of individual psychology and
to the vast network of connections between the individual and the society.
Craig acknowledges that the plays are intended as theatrical performances,
but he argues (quite rightly in my view) that they are not only that. As
philosophical writings they elicit wide-ranging acts of interpretation from
readers, who have more time than theatre-goers for prolonged and patient
meditation and who, therefore, are at liberty to track down all of the relevant inferences and implications of any or all details in the play.
A not altogether fortunate side effect of this patient tracking is an
addiction to expansive and copious notes. For one thing, the proportion
seems a little skewed when a twenty-two-page chapter generates twentyseven pages of notes. One is inclined to be indulgent on this score since
so many of the notes are vigorous and perceptive—well worth reading for
their own sake. A bigger difficulty has to do with the nagging feeling that
some notes are not merely ancillary but germane to the discussion and
ought to have been incorporated more fully into the argument. A case in
point is note , which runs to three pages (–) and which refutes
Eliot’s contention that Shakespeare is not a philosopher, opts instead for
something approximating Coleridge’s sense of his philosophic vision, and
acknowledges Craig’s own immediate predecessors, such as Allan Bloom,
Harold B. White, and David Lowenthal, who also consider Shakespeare
from the perspective of political philosophy. e note is as good as anything in the chapter itself for clarifying the book’s central assumptions
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and procedures. It seems somewhat wasted as a mere note. And similar
doubts arise about other notes, the most important of which are those that
explore (often with help from A. D. Nuttall’s A New Mimesis) the nature
and scope of the inferences that may be drawn concerning the whole lives
of characters depicted in shadowy glimpses or from partial perspectives.
Craig has written a prefatory “Notice to the Reader” as a kind of warning
about his extensive notes, but his notice remains equivocal about just
how good or how necessary (or how trying) it might be to read notes and
text together.
e second chapter, on Macbeth, consists of a detailed account of
the ways in which basic political questions are enfolded in much larger
metaphysical questions—the nature of time and reality, fate and free will,
the human and the supernatural—but it is also an account that holds
close to the concrete realities of individual characters. e inspiration
here is drawn from one of the central principles of e Republic, namely,
that “the effects of one’s actions on one’s own soul is the natural ground
of that which we call ‘moral’” (, n). is does not mean, however,
that Machiavellian principles are irrelevant or altogether misplaced. Like
Graham Bradshaw, Craig shows that while Duncan may be a virtuous
person, his understanding of the politics necessary to secure a peaceful
succession is clearly deficient. And Macbeth also fails by Machiavellian
standards. Craig, in fact, sees him as “a casebook illustration of how not
to succeed in establishing oneself as a new prince” (), his downfall coming at least partly as a result of not being Machiavellian enough, even
though Craig also agrees with a widespread critical consensus that amoral
Machiavellianism in the service of nothing higher than vanity is ineluctably self-destructive. Among other things, the chapter offers an intriguing
and original interpretation of two minor characters, Lenox and Rosse, the
latter of which is regarded as a study in some very successful (if ignoble)
Machiavellian manoeuvring. is discussion is a good illustration of the
virtue of Craig’s method of wide-ranging inference, and if one is not fully
persuaded to think of Rosse as the mysterious “third murderer,” the discussion nevertheless expands one’s sense of how the play explores the theme
of self-interest from an astonishing variety of perspectives.
e third chapter, on King Lear, is probably the most original and
important one in the book. Where most other commentators on the first
scene of the play find a mixture of irrational caprice and short-sighted
obstinacy in Lear’s division of the kingdom, Craig reveals a solidly cogent
set of reasons for Lear’s actions—cogent though not without considerable
risk, including a dangerous dependence on improvisation. Lear may be
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impossibly ignorant and egotistical, but at least one of his purposes—to
prevent “future strife”—is a serious political objective, and Craig mounts
an impressive argument demonstrating just how seriously it may be
pursued and what the obstacles are. Like the Macbeth chapter, this one
makes significant use of Machiavelli, especially as regards the difficulty of
perpetuating (as opposed to merely founding) a regime. It also offers an
interesting perspective on the role of the King of France who, as a foreign
prince, is not likely (by Machiavellian standards) to be a welcome suitor for
Cordelia. What Craig thinks Lear has in mind, at least initially, is to enlist
a much more tractable Burgundy to help Cordelia maintain her “more
opulent” third in the middle of the country as a kind of buffer between
Albany to the north and Cornwall to the south. e division, then, is meant
to be more apparent (and temporary) than actual (and permanent), a tripartite kingdom with Lear to remain as its unifying figurehead.
e disastrous consequences of this botched plan lead Craig into an
extended consideration of the nature of the family—and the importance it
has in the constitution of any political regime. His section on “e Problem of Nature” includes a penetrating discussion of the political aspects
of primogeniture and of bastardy, which brings a new perspective to the
function of the Gloucester sub-plot and to the character of Edmund, and
his section “A King Becomes Philosophical” traces the “logical-historical
trajectory from non-philosopher through natural philosopher to political
philosopher … illustrated in the several phases of King Lear’s intellectual
transformation” (). A final section, “A Philosopher Becomes a King,”
focuses on the character of Edgar, regarding his “fall from grace and rise
to majesty” as a “conscious counterpoint to the tragedy of Lear” ().
e last chapter of the book, “‘Sweet Philosophy’: Further Illustrations
of Shakespeare’s Portrayal of Philosophy in Relation to Political Life,” might
have a somewhat miscellaneous feel did it not evince a kind of logical
progression—from the tensions of materialism and honour in Othello to
the conflicts between love and justice in e Winter’s Tale to the problems
with decadence and the rule of law in Measure for Measure. e relevance
of Plato’s thinking (or of Plato-like thinking) in each of these—on psychology, eros, and the role of the philosopher king—is persuasively described.
e placing of Measure at the end is particularly effective, partly because
the play itself involves a kind of political experiment (notably in the testing of Angelo) and partly because in Duke Vincentio (as in Prospero)
Shakespeare offers a sustained and more or less direct exploration of the
idea of the philosopher king in action. It is also a play that lends itself very
nicely to the gifts of a critic determined to get at what’s behind the story,
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especially what are the politics behind as well as within the story—in this
case “Why has the moral climate of Vienna been allowed so to degenerate?”
(). e answers serve to provoke interestingly new questions about all
of the characters and about the plot. e state certainly does have a place
in the bedrooms of the nation, seeing as how that’s where some of its most
important elements are concocted. And as Leon Craig shows, conclusively,
the philosopher who would understand such matters has urgent need of
the philosophical dramatist who can imagine its innermost recesses.
John Baxter
Dalhousie University

Michael Groden, Martin Kreiswirth, and
Imre Szeman, eds.The Johns Hopkins
Guide to Literary Theory and Criticism (second edition).
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press,
2004. $80.00 hardcover.
In addition to mine, other scholarly reviews of e Johns Hopkins Guide
to Literary eory will no doubt appear in other academic venues, but
neither mine nor these others will loom as large as the review this book
received by Christopher Hitchens in the  May  Sunday “Book
Review” published by e New York Times. For this reason I will begin
my review with a brief summary of Hitchens’s evaluation. He concludes
that this guide “is a pointer to the abysmal state of mind that prevails in
so many of our universities.” It is, he says, a “shabby volume,” filled with
“leaden pages,” recording in representative fashion a collective “wooden
tongue, in which nothing useful or enlightening can be said, but in which
various excuses for the arbitrary and dishonest can be offered.” Finally,
he ends (unsurprisingly at this point) on a Jeremiah-like note—warning
American professors of English that he is among the growing numbers
who find the “prospect of … an abolition” of English departments “at least
in the United States” to be “more appetizing by the minute.”
At this apparently late stage in the story so often called “the culture
wars,” Hitchens’s comments are probably best read as a refrain of one wellaired position on the turn toward theory that occurred within humanities
departments in the latter half of the last century. In his brief review, HitchBook Reviews | 
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ens doesn’t labour to prove his point; rather, he offers up in postmodern
fashion a pastiche of worn tropes. We begin with the uncredited citation of
Sedgwick’s paper on “Jane Austen and the Masturbating Girl,” proceed to
a lamentation on the absence of George Orwell (valid point, that), before
he turns to a neoconian vivisection of Louis Althusser and thence to the
concluding jeremiad by way of potshots (at Barbara Johnson, Judith Butler,
and, perhaps oddly, Raymond Williams).
Such a reception in the mainstream media reminds us that the publication of e Johns Hopkins Guide was not an occasion to evaluate how
well that volume’s editors and contributors parsed literary theory; instead
it prompted another round of debate about the value of theory itself. In
short, is theory worth pursuing, preserving, and serving up in guides?
For Hitchens the answer is clearly no; theory is simply obfuscation that
purports to further a radical agenda without delivering on that promise.
ough unstated, but surely implied throughout, Hitchens wants to see
the academy steer a course toward accessibility and relevance. Given his
singling out of the United States for opprobrium, I was surprised that
Hitchens didn’t make an effort to locate a positive counter-example. Of
course that may be asking too much from any reviewer of this volume,
a heavy, handsome affair that spans  double-column pages, but if
Hitchens had pursued the quest, I think he would have found something
to applaud in the entry for “Australian eory and Criticism” where we
are told that “Australia has produced no single critic or theorist of international stature, nor has it developed a distinct school of criticism or
theory” (). Ah, Australia, that bastion of common sense! What a pity
Hitchens missed the chance to exhort literary critics to hearken less to the
French and more to those who hail from down under. Indeed, the entry
for “Australian eory and Criticism” offers us even greater insight into
the ideological charged reception of the Hopkins Guide, because its author,
Robert L. Ross, takes the time to explain why he sees the current state of
Australian criticism as he does; according to Ross, this state of affairs is
the logical (if attenuated) outcome of what remains a well-known literary
scandal, the “Ern Malley Affair.” As Ross details, the Australian poets James
McCauley and Harold Stewart perpetrated the hoax in order to undermine
modernist and internationalist aesthetics; they did this through getting
the Ern Malley poems published in  in the then flagship Australian
journal Angry Penguins. Ross writes that “Australian literary historians,
who have written extensively about the ‘Ern Malley Affair,’ argue that it
blighted the literature’s development at an important juncture” (). From
the perspective of a critic such as Hitchens—who has recently written
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that Eliot’s e Waste Land is the most overrated poem in the canon—the
appearance of the verb “blighting” (with its clear evaluation of the event’s
meaning) would be yet another instance of what is precisely the problem,
because it presumes what may indeed be open for debate, namely the value
and state of the modernist project itself, then and now.
Framing the matter this way allows us to grasp the insight that this
debate over theory is in many respects best understood as an extension
over the debate on modernism and its putative successor, postmodernism.
is is a point Jameson has trenchantly made in his essay “‘End of Art?’ Or
‘End of History?”” when he argues that theory emerges from the aesthetic
itself, by which he means that what passes for “eory” is ultimately the
most recent iteration of the modernist aesthetic impulse that earlier made
itself present in the forms of writing that are now administered as “Creative
Writing” in the American university. erefore the current détente-like
arrangement within the discipline (eory/Creative Writing) glosses over
what most working academics recognize as a simmering status battle. At
issue is precisely the triumphant narrative of eory just rehearsed, one
that is widely disseminated, though perhaps nowhere more succinctly and
pugilistically than by Jameson: “[I]t is only in the dreary light of the old
anti-intellectual distinction between the critical and the creative that the
movement from Mayakovsky to Jakobson will seem a downward curve, or
that from Brecht to Barthes, or from Joyce to Eco, from Proust to Deleuze”
(). Once this narrative is acknowledged as operating, I think we are in
a position to recognize why a critic such as Hitchens can impose such a
value judgement on the book in question, for though the Hopkins Guide
is being marketed as a dusty reference book (which it undeniably is), it
represents the project of theory itself and thus it takes on an additional
identity. It is not just an encyclopaedia; rather, it is a sort of stand in (dare
I say a Derridean supplement) for the theory anthology that is its logical
mate on the generic syllabus for which it is destined and from which it was
conjured forth.
Ultimately then we arrive at the final iteration of the question this
book provokes. If it is a supplement to an imaginary anthology, what do
we think of that collective project? Is it really as detrimental as its critics maintain? First, it is undeniable that the publication of the Hopkins
Guide in its second edition marks the continued consolidation of theory
into the academic and the cultural mainstream. Certainly it should (and
I hope—will) be adopted by research librarians affiliated with any credible institution of higher learning; moreover, I would expect to see its
appearance in many secondary schools where it will undoubtedly assist
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those students who need a crib they can trust when making those first
forays into deep, university-level thought. Setting aside for a moment the
larger ideological issues, I believe it is worth commending the editorial
collective and the contributors, many of who are both esteemed and well
known within the scholarly community. Although nothing from the volume strikes me as on par with Edmund Husserl’s classic Encyclopaedia
Britannica entry for phenomenology, I do think this collection may well
be remembered for offering us the thoughts of Donald Pease on Harold
Bloom, Charles Altieri on Hegel, Ian Balfour on Walter Benjamin, Douglas
Kellner on Fredric Jameson, Seth Lerer on Erich Auerbach, J. Hillis Miller
on Walter Pater, Tilottama Rajan on Schelling and Schopenhauer, David
Richter on Croce, Mark Poster on Foucault, and Jean-Michel Rabaté on
Derrida and Barthes. is list also conveys a sense of the breadth of the
project, lest readers wrongly assume that its pages are largely limited to
idolatrous accounts of theorists either recently dead or still among us.
With great consistency, the entries are lucid yet compact, and, though at
times I wished for a more even-handed accounting (it was welcome, for
example, to read that Pater’s criticism has at its base “solipsistic premises”
[]), I generally came away struck at the great utility of this encyclopaedia. With one scan of the Foucault entry, the enterprising assistant
prof is not only ready to add “bio-power” to her arsenal but would know
to use it in a grant application to do some work in that burgeoning new
field, governmentality studies, a topic, that, as I write, is still in its earliest stages of reception in America. And isn’t this the sort of thing such a
guide is supposed to do?
Well, yes, if all you want or expect out of such discourse is the perpetuation of the institution through the infinite extension of the ongoing conversation. For Stanley Fish, that is all you can expect such professionalized
discourse to do. To seek to do something else with it is to stop doing what
you are doing (theorizing) and to start doing something else (for example,
political agitating). ough an insightful position, I think this one fails to
account adequately for the other discussion I have introduced into this
review and wish now to resume. e position that theory is nothing more
than academic dialect spoken by credentialed professors who use it to
put bread on the table does not take sufficient account of the genealogy
of theory as a (or, perhaps, the) expression today of the aesthetic impulse,
and, as is well known, that impulse, since the advent of modernism (with
its adoption of the cult of the Sublime), strives to make anything worthy
to be called art function in such a way so as to transcend the barriers that
would seek to restrain art so that it would be nothing more than decora | Biberman
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tive dressing. And here, Hitchens and I can break bread, for he wouldn’t
be such a snarling critic of this guide if he did not believe (though, I trust,
he would be loathe to say so) that the major current of art has indeed
steered a course from belles lettres to theory, from representing reality
(via modernist fiction techniques) to analyzing reality (via postmodern
theoretical practice). It is just that he thinks that project is or has always
been a dead end.
And here I can’t go along with him. From a Fishian point of view you
can say I simply am not in a position to do so; I understand full well that
as a tenured professor I earn my keep theorizing. But, as I am a rather
recent addition to the profession (a   from Duke University), I
can speak to this issue as someone from what is now often called the posttheory generation. Like most in this cohort, I began my graduate studies
greeted with the knowledge that the word on the academic street was
“theory’s dead.” But I kept doing it and not just to get a job, but because,
as Fred Jameson often says, we have to continue to speak of utopia and
to do what we can to preserve that impulse, something he (and I) rightly
felt to be present in the best of what is called theory, just as it is present
in the best of literature (now dubbed creative writing). And if the prioritizing move present in the last sentence raises hackles perhaps it is time
to apologize so long as we recognize that the question has become moot
because both discourses are dead right now, and everyone is looking for
what will come next.
In that search I think we can learn from Derrida and his efforts at
architecting a hauntology, which is to say that though it is true that these
things are dead, it is equally true that they were never alive, they exist
beyond death and life—they are ideas and ideas have afterlives. is is
the project that the Hopkins Guide leaves me hungering for—some sign of
the next iteration, of the post-theoretical / postliterary. To put it another
way, I found myself missing the presence of a kind of reflexive avant-garde
suspicion within the Guide’s canonization work. It’s an absence that will
not be filled by adding, let’s say, Alain Badiou and Giorgio Agamben (two
freshly minted academostars) to the line up the next time out; rather, I
would begin by asking why it is that there is no “poetics” entry? is question, it seems to me, leads to the larger concern of why the whole creative
writing pantheon has been rather rigorously excluded. No Margerie Perloff, no Charles Bernstein, no Robert Pinsky, not even Seamus Heaney. If
you can appropriate John Keats in an act that elicits the caveat from the
entry’s author, Alan Bewell, that “Keats’s literary criticism is a posthumous
construction” (), then surely you can find a place for Allen Ginsberg
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and Charles Olson, not to mention William Gass or the aforementioned
Orwell. Attending to such absences is admittedly a tall order, and probably
will do little to arrest the growing impulse to evict the theoretical vandals
from the multiversity, but it will make for a better book, perhaps even one
an intellectual exile would pack in advance of a long trip.
Matthew Biberman
University of Louisville
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Ronald Granofsky. D. H. Lawrence and Survival:
Darwinism in the Fiction of the Transitional Period.
Montreal: McGill-Queen’s UP, 2003. 212 pp.
Virginia Woolf once said of her contemporary D. H. Lawrence “that Mr.
Lawrence, of course, has moments of greatness, but hours of something
very different.” While many readers will disagree with Woolf ’s proportions, few would argue that, more than almost any other important author,
Lawrence’s work ranges from the magnificent to the absurd, from skilful
and articulate narration to confused and nearly incomprehensible blather.
How, one asks, could the author of Sons and Lovers and Women in Love
write something like Kangaroo or e Plumed Serpent?
Conceding the great unevenness in Lawrence’s work, but valuing the
best of it, Ronald Granofsky sets out “to solve the puzzle of where and
how this sometimes wonderful, sometimes enraging, but always achingly
honest writer went so wrong” (). To do this, he closely examines what
he calls the literature of Lawrence’s “transitional period,” the works that
lie between the writer’s “marriage” phase, most notably e Rainbow
() and Women in Love (published in  but written in ), and his
“leadership” novels, Kangaroo () and e Plumed Serpent (). Begin | Calder
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ning in , says Granofsky, “this most exploratory of British novelists
began a house-keeping of his fiction that ended by about  in a radical
rebuilding” (). ere, in the evolving narrative strategies and recurring
imagery of the novels e Lost Girl and Aaron’s Rod; the novellas e Fox,
e Captain’s Doll, and e Ladybird; and four of the short stories—“England, My England,” “e Blind Man,” “Hadrian,” and “e Horse Dealer’s
Daughter”—might be found the reasons for Lawrence’s remarkable descent into the misogyny and seeming fascism of some of his later work.
Underpinning D. H. Lawrence and Survival’s analysis of this transitional period is what it identifies as Lawrence’s awakened interest in
Darwin’s evolution theories, which, strangely for an intellectual author of
his period, he had previously ignored. Granofsky explains this surprising
silence as the response of a frightened man to a theory of natural selection by whose criteria he, never in vigorous good health, was condemned
not to survive. Deeply shaken by the trauma of the Great War, however,
and concerned by his failing health, the difficulties of his marriage, and
his loss of readership in England, Lawrence suddenly turned to Darwin
as a means by which he could rid his writing, if not himself, of weak and
undesirable elements. In fact, says Granofsky, quoting Roger Ebbatson,
Lawrence was affected by the theory of evolution “at the deepest imaginative level” ().
is reliance on biographical argument to explain literary development
may trouble some readers, and Granofsky employs it in a number of places.
Indeed, he takes Stephen Vine to task for not recognizing the author’s life
and anxieties about gender and gender relations in his Introduction to
Aaron’s Rod. Lawrence uses e Ladybird’s Clariss Houghton, according
to Granofsky, to undermine the power that mothers held in his own mind,
but, at the same time, her hypochondria is a manifestation of his anxiety
about his own hardiness and ability to survive. e hostile treatment of
cinema in e Lost Girl, we are told, is a reflection of “where Lawrence
feels most threatened in a personal way” ().
In general, though, Granosky uses Lawrence’s biography and commentary judiciously, and it should be noted that in Lawrence, one of the
most autobiographical of fiction writers, the line between the man and
his fiction was frequently indistinct. Granofsky is right to remind us that
Lawrence once wrote that “one sheds one’s sicknesses in books—repeats
and presents again one’s emotions, to be master of them” (), though one
might argue that “sicknesses” here appears to be meant metaphorically
rather than literally.
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Earlier scholars have failed to recognize the influence of Darwin on
Lawrence, argues Granofsky, because of its embeddedness, especially in
his narrative strategy; Lawrence in fact applied aspects of the Darwinian
doctrine “in and to his own writing” (). en, in what is the greatest
strength of his study, he provides close and shrewd readings of the transition literature to demonstrate the recurrence of evolutionary elements.
Going beyond the usual Lawrentian clichéd terms—“darkness,” “blood,”
“spell,” and “leadership”—Granofsky reveals the reiteration of words and
motifs with Darwinian connotations: “fitness,” “confinement,” “breeding,” “eating,” “illness,” “garden,” and “survival.” In particular, he details
the pervasiveness of the food motif—used particularly in e Fox to suggest quickness or survivability and in e Captain’s Doll to imply that in
love the individual risks being devoured. As well, he draws attention to
Lawrence’s use of the gamekeeper—a figure with Darwinian implications
in that he interferes with the natural survivability of animals and humans
—pointing out that Henry Grenfel, in e Fox, is a kind of gamekeeper who
intervenes in the fox’s predation on the hens and then becomes himself
a predator on humans.
It is when Granofsky makes the author himself a gamekeeper, when he
turns to Lawrence’s application of Darwin’s theories to his writing rather
than in it, that he is less persuasive. In his transition fiction, Granofsky
argues, Lawrence becomes his own force of natural selection “culling the
weakest members of his conceptual herd and setting up characters who
are sent through the alembic of a narratological survival-of-the-fittest test
in order to distill the character traits he approved of ” (). Found lacking,
e Fox’s Jill Banford, e Captain’s Doll’s Evangeline Hepburn, and e
Lost Girl’s Clariss Houghton and Miss Frost must be killed off so that the
protagonists can become fully developed and self-possessed. Enough of
this culling, of course, leads to the utopianism and excesses of the leadership fiction.
As Granofsky wryly confesses, this interpretation of Lawrence’s narrative strategy makes him appear to be a Josef Mengele of fiction. Less
dramatically, one might suggest that all writers of fiction are gamekeepers,
that each death that they contrive—for example, Hayward’s, in Maugham’s
Of Human Bondage; Simon Balcairn’s, in Waugh’s Vile Bodies; or Simon’s,
in Golding’s Lord of the Flies—results essentially from the character’s lack
of fitness to survive in their fictional world. Gamekeeping may be an apt
metaphor to describe Lawrence’s strategies in his transitional period, but
is it really anything more than a metaphor and anything different from
the narrative practices of any author?
 | Calder
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Such reservations in no way lessen the value of Granofsky’s book,
which is provocative in the best scholarly sense. ough one might think
that the still prolific Lawrence industry has examined every possible
aspect of its complicated subject, Granofsky has provided a new interpretation of a problematic period of the writer’s career. To do so he has
read Lawrence carefully and thoughtfully, and he has read the criticism
thoroughly and judiciously. Lawrence scholars should be grateful for this
informative book.
Robert Calder
University of Saskatchewan

Andrew O’Malley. The Making of the Modern Child:
Children’s Literature and Childhood
in the Late Eighteenth Century.
New York, London: Routledge, 2003.
As the title suggests, this book attempts to explain the historical origins of
our present conception of childhood, and the thesis presented is that the
modern child is a construction of the middle class of the late eighteenth
century. is is not a new idea; indeed, it is probably the prevailing view
among students of the history of childhood. What is valuable in this study
is not the originality of its thesis but the meticulous and exhaustive marshaling of evidence in support of it.
O’Malley begins by carefully defining what he means by “middle class”
because, as he says “in order to understand how and why the middle classes
shaped the category of childhood in the late eighteenth century, some
comments on who this highly diverse and stratified group was and what it
was trying, more broadly, to accomplish in English society are necessary”
(). He briefly and deftly surveys the literature on this complex topic and
comes to the conclusion that, despite the diversity of political and religious
belief within this class, it demonstrated “an ideological agreement at the
level of how children should be raised” (). is agreement consisted of
seeing the child as the irrational “other” who “must be contained and
controlled within various discourses” (), specifically children’s literature
and the literature of paediatric and pedagogical practice.
What follows is an analysis of these discourses. Chapter One is an analysis of the “transitional” or “hybrid” works that exist in the gap between
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the old chapbook literature and the new didactic literature written specifically for children. Again, everyone knows that children’s literature arose
out of the chapbooks, but O’Malley provides a comprehensive account of
this process of appropriation of “potentially subversive plebeian qualities”
(). Chapter Two is a largely thematic study of how “young middle-class
readers” were provided with a literature “with countless representations of
the poor and the rich, and with narratives depicting how they should (and
should not) interact with each” (). us children’s literature becomes
an agent in middle-class “self-differentiation from the classes above and
below” (). In Chapter ree we begin an analysis of paediatric discourse
with a very interesting analysis of the influence of David Hartley’s “vibrating mind” which can be seen as an updating of the more familiar Lockean “blank slate.” In both cases, the effect is to construct the notion that
children are unusually impressionable, “whose minds and other organs,
not being entirely formed, required a greater degree of attention and
scrutiny in order to guarantee their proper development” (). e child
thus becomes subject to “medical management” supported by an extensive
paediatric discourse until “childhood was in itself implicitly conceived of
as a state of, or potential state of, disease, lack, deficiency” (). Chapter
Four takes us to the overlapping category of pedagogical discourse and its
relationship to the development of the modern school as an agency in the
construction of the “self-regulating subject,” a process that O’Malley analyzes, quite aptly, in the terms used by Foucault in Discipline and Punish.
At this point, as rewarding as the particular arguments were, I was
becoming more and more aware that I was not seeing the forest for the
trees and kept hoping for O’Malley to rise to a higher level of generalization and to establish closer connections between the separate chapters. It
is most striking that, despite its title, the book nowhere actually describes
the nature of modern childhood, and so all this constructing takes place in
a kind of vacuum and many of the representations of childhood discussed
would seem very unmodern to modern taste. On the other extreme, just as
he does not look forward, he does not look back so as to convince us that
what is being constructed is radically new. I am largely in agreement with
his thesis but would have liked to have seen the arguments that support
it given a wider historical context.
Also, by the time one has reached the end of the fourth chapter, one
is uncomfortably aware that the picture being painted is unremittingly
dreary, with the child appearing only as the site of a lack that generates
anxiety and the need for discipline. Before scholars unearthed the kinds of
materials that O’Malley is dealing with, it is more likely that the late eigh | Morgenstern
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teenth century would have been associated with the innocent child who is
a plenitude of spiritual energy that evokes nostalgia. is Romantic child
does finally make its appearance in the book’s Conclusion, and O’Malley
provides an excellent analysis of Blake, whose “connection between children and plebeians was one loaded with the potential for revolutionary
change” (), but he dismisses this as an aberration. His argument is that
it is only after “the mechanisms for regulating childhood weakness” ()
were safely in place would it be possible for the “Victorian construction of
childhood as a period of wonder, playful nonsense, and uninhibited imagination” (). If one is only looking at the literature produced for children
there would seem to be some merit to this argument, but if one is looking
at childhood as a social construction of the late eighteenth-century middle
class it is somewhat more dubious. e problem with O’Malley’s thesis is
that he assumes that, once the child is constructed as the irrational “other,”
this construction can only be viewed negatively, but it is just as easy to view
it positively. For example, as convincing as his argument is that Hartley’s
“vibrating mind” led to a medical literature that constructs childhood as
a “disease,” one could just as convincingly argue in the opposite direction.
His “vibrating mind” leads equally to Wordsworth’s super-sensitive child
who sees “a splendour in the grass” unavailable to adult perception, a mind
whose vibrations have not yet been prescribed to the ruts of conformity.
e modern child constructed in the late eighteenth century is a walking
contradiction, simultaneously the site of a lack that must be disciplined
and the site of a spiritual presence that unfortunately must be lost so the
adult can be born. O’Malley only gives us one half of the equation.
But this objection aside, I would certainly recommend this work to
anyone interested in the history of childhood and its literatures. e
scholarship is exemplary, and I was constantly discovering things that I
should have known but did not. e theory is sound and not so obtrusive
as to detract from the analysis it supports, and what the argument lacks
in scope it makes up for in detail.
John Morgenstern
Mount Saint Vincent University
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Vincent Sherry, ed. The Cambridge Companion
to the Literature of the First World War.
Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2005. 322 pp.
Readers should not mistake Vincent Sherry’s addition to the Cambridge
Companion series as a mere reference work or crib for undergraduates. It
is, in fact, a collection of very fine essays—some surveys, others original,
thesis-driven arguments—from a distinguished group of contributors,
including Marjorie Perloff, Stanley Corngold, David Trotter, John T.
Matthews, Catharine Savage Brosnan, Laura Marcus, and Sherry himself.
Defining the category of “First World War literature” is a difficult and
controversial task and, given this, Sherry has taken an admirably broad
view of his subject. He organizes the volume into three sections: the first
concerning British literature roughly contemporaneous with the war itself,
including individual studies of poetry, fiction, and memoir, and of writing
by women and by British modernists; the second covering representations
of the war from countries outside Britain, notably Italy, Russia, France,
Germany, and the U.S.; and the third examining the legacy of the war
in contemporary English fiction, in British and American literary criticism, and in film. ough one might object that the coverage isn’t broad
enough—the book doesn’t consider, for example, war literature from the
colonies, including Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Africa, and India,
and the important genres of elegy and memorial receive surprisingly scant
attention—it is also true that its breadth allows us to see intriguing patterns of similarity and difference between the responses to war (and the
threat of war) in various nations and genres. e cumulative effect of the
essays is to foreground strong parallels across national literatures: in the
way nationalist fervour gave way to disillusionment and distrust; in the way
eyewitness literature came to function as a weapon against government
propaganda; in how experimental literary forms reflected a struggle over
the comprehensibility of the conflict; in how the war came to be seen as
a watershed event. Equally striking, though, are the contrasts produced
by political, historical, and cultural distinctiveness: the especially intense
hopes for cultural renewal fueling pro-war sentiment in Russia, Italy, and
Germany; the unique way race figured into the politics of war in America;
the rarity in France of the common English practice of conceiving of war in
sporting terms. Scholars embarking on an author-centred or comparativist
study of war literature would do well to begin by consulting this volume.
One of the great strengths of the essays in the Companion is that they
avoid representing the literature of the First World War as a natural cat | Rae
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egory. Edna Longley’s meticulously detailed survey of British war poetry,
for example, attends closely to the often political criteria governing its
anthologization. Wartime anthologies, she notes, demanded patriotism,
where collections gathered between the world wars looked for pity and
protest. Later anthologists accepted a range of political takes on the war
but wrestled with questions of aesthetics, weighing the merits of sincerely
felt but formally unsophisticated lyrics against the complexities of modernist poetry. As several of the volume’s contributors point out, critical
assessments of war literature often turn on the question of who has the
right to comment on what war is and means. For many critics, writers,
and readers, at least initially, the key qualification was combat experience. Hence the widespread reverence for the poetry of Brooke, Sassoon,
and Owen and the enormous popularity of war memoirs by disillusioned
combatants such as Sassoon, Graves, Blunden, and Remarque. But both
controversy over the pacifist cause that co-opted much of this writing, and
increased appreciation for the gender bias inscribed in an insistence on
first-hand experience of the trenches, gradually broadened the category
of war literature for anthologists, critics, and readers. Claire Buck’s excellent essay surveys the poetry, fiction, and drama of British women writers
on the war, much of which was retrieved for serious critical attention
only in the s. Buck also offers a sensitive analysis of the gendering of
patriotism, explaining the obligation placed on British women to encourage their husbands and sons to fight. In doing so she casts new light both
on the writing by women that functioned as ideological support for the
nation—consolatory elegies, dramatic performances, and tableaux for
recruiting and entertaining the troops—and on the feminist and pacifist
critiques that emerged in all genres.
Marjorie Perloff rightly notes in her essay that the Great War was “the
decisive event of modernism” (), and the collection as a whole offers
a complex picture of the relationship between the war and the formal
experimentation associated with modernist literature. No simple picture
emerges, for example, about whether the war inspired or stymied the
spirit of innovation. On the one hand, Longley and Catherine Brosman
(in their surveys of British and French writing, respectively) remind us
that much experimentation was underway before the conflict broke out,
only to be halted by the loss of the innovators to injury, death, and disillusionment. But other contributors describe how the avant-garde spirit
was fueled by the war, both by the celebration its arrival inspired in some
quarters and by the cynicism and disillusionment it elicited as the bloody
conflict ground on. Perloff provides a fascinating account of the exciteBook Reviews | 
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ment among members of the Italian, Russian, and French avant-garde
at war’s potential for cleansing society of bourgeois values, and she calls
attention to the continuity between this enthusiasm and the typographical and other eccentricities of their work. From their perspective, she
observes, “War is what will destroy the old world and allow the new to
be born” (). By contrast, Brosman suggests that the vogue for the brief
psychological novel in France in the s was the direct consequence of
a population’s desire to escape from the memory of violence, and Buck
characterizes some of the narrative experiments of Virginia Woolf and
Katherine Mansfield as anti-elegies, refusals to be consoled by the values
perceived to be the same ones as initially caused the war. In a similar vein,
John T. Matthews’s informative survey of American war writing, which
explains how debate on the war intersected with the politics of race and
class, characterizes the linguistic play of writers like E. E. Cummings as a
“defense of the word from corruption by those who use language to misrepresent reality and dominate others” (). e most thoroughly developed
argument characterizing modernist experimentation as a reaction against
wartime rhetoric, however, comes in Sherry’s own contribution to the
volume, an essay characterizing London modernism as a direct response
to the increasingly apparent absurdities of the Liberal discourse with which
the war was promoted in England. In a lucid summary of the argument of
his recent book, e Great War and the Language of Modernism (),
Sherry points out how the war presented Liberalism’s cherished values of
open, rational, and ethical argument with a “resistant circumstance” (),
making its overtly logical pronouncements seem increasingly absurd. e
prosody of Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, and Virginia Woolf, he says, frequently
re-embodies this logical nonsense, conjoining a “pseudo-logical quality”
with utterances that make no sense. If “liberal modernity [featured] Public
Reason as its premier value and practice,” the London modernists took
the palpable “fracture” in it “as the enabling, signifying condition of their
exceptional art” ().
Although sixtieth anniversary celebrations have recently kept the Second World War more in our sights than the First, the First World War continues to haunt our cultural landscape. One of the most appealing things
about the essays in the Companion is that they help us to understand why
and how this is so. Sharon Ouditt’s thoughtful analysis of contemporary
novels that re-create the war, such as those of Pat Barker, Susan Hill, and
omas Keneally, explains that the purpose of these books is not only to
memorialize the war but to critique and rewrite some of the myths shaping
its memory, especially those associated with class identity, sexuality, and
 | Rae
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masculinity. Other contributors write usefully about the pro- and anti-war
sentiments articulated through war literature, in ways that resonate with
the political debates of our post-/ world. Perloff and Matthews remind
us of literature that justifies and celebrates war: the American writing, for
example, that viewed war as having the potential to unite a nation otherwise riven with argument about race and class. Longley, on the other
hand, notes how prominent the anti-war writing of the First World War
has been in the debate about Iraq, with the words of Wilfred Owen and
others haunting the anthology  Poems Against War. In striking parallel to the perspective on Iraq offered by Michael Moore, Buck’s account
of anti-war writing by women describes poems sensitive to the issues of
class involved in the rhetoric of recruiting and objecting to the ways these
serve middle-class interests. ese and many other thoughtful reflections
in this book remind us of the truth of Stanley Corngold’s remark that “in
deep ways we have been made” by the First World War “and will never
stop being so” (). We are fortunate to have this fine new guide to its
literary and cultural legacy.
Patricia Rae
Queen’s University

Paul Downes. Democracy, Revolution, and
Monarchism in Early American Literature.
Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press, 2002.
Paul Downes’s Democracy, Revolution, and Monarchism in Early American
Literature begins in Haiti, during the  elections. An elderly man pokes
his head out of the voting booth. For whom should he vote, he wants to
know. is violation of the voter’s secrecy and autonomy produces an
almost hysterical reaction on the part of the poll watchers. ey scream
at him in unison that he must decide for himself. If the monarch was
criticized for deciding the fate of his subjects while removed from the
world and keeping the logic of his decisions a secret, how different is
that from the manner in which democratic subjects make their political
participation felt in the secret, removed space of the voting booth? e
voting booth becomes Downes’s starting point for deconstructing the
American Revolution’s opposition between monarchism and democracy.
Refusing to take the American Revolution’s rhetoric at face value, DemocBook Reviews | 
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racy explores the interdependence of these two founding categories in the
construction of an early American political identity. Although democracy
gained meaning and political strength through its opposition to the king,
Downes argues, it nonetheless used monarchism as a model for sovereign
democracy.
Despite its breadth, Downes’s first chapter provides a good foundation
for his discussion of the role of a disembodied democratic subjectivity
in early American political life. He first focuses on the mock burials of
George III, claiming that these political demonstrations inaugurated a
political investment in the “institution of bodiless (or disembodied) political authority” (). is political investment in a disembodied political
voice, in turn, produced a contradictory relationship between materiality and immutable truths. Downes reads the anxiety produced by such
a contradiction in the popular constructions of the “vanishing” Native
American. As both noble savages and savage nobles, Native Americans
represented a regal, timeless connection to eternal truths and the monarch’s gaudy materiality, respectively.
Furthermore, postrevolutionary resistance to an embodied and
historically contingent political subjectivity transformed women and
non-whites into heirs of the monarch’s rejected corporeality. In his fifth
chapter, Downes reads the consequences of this inheritance in Washington
Irving’s “Rip Van Winkle,” which creates a gendered and absolute opposition between disembodied noble masculine speech and noisy, forceful
embodied feminine democratic speech. Downes disrupts this opposition by demonstrating that while revolutionaries rejected the effeminate
corporeality of monarchism, democracy continues to demand that the
“political voice confront its irreducible relationship to embodied … speech
constructed around a mutual contamination of referential clarity and rhetorical force” ().
In postrevolutionary America, the people no longer needed to take a
detour through the king’s body to realize their rights. Consequently, citizens are subject to the laws that they have created. For J. Hector St John
de Crevecouer, revolutionary rhetoric could not obfuscate the conflictual
nature of a democratic citizen who is both political subject and political
sovereign. Crevecouer thus condemns the revolt against George III in Letters from an American Farmer. While Jefferson may have legitimated the
revolution by claiming innate, natural, God-given rights, for Crevecouer
only the distant patriarch/monarch can create a coincidence between the
political and the moral. Like the dead, noble Native Americans, Downes
argues, the distant dead father in Letters becomes idealized and appro | Ramirez
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priated so citizens may enjoy the monarchic power “in the democratized
form of legal life after death” ().
Downes continues to explore the conflictual nature of citizenship in
his comparison of two models of revolutionary subjectivity: Benjamin
Franklin and Stephen Burroughs. At first, Stephen Burroughs, a counterfeiter, thief, and confidence man, seems to have little in common with the
law-writing and law-abiding Benjamin Franklin. While Franklin preferred
to sacrifice his self to the anonymous text of the law, Burroughs refuses
to make such a self sacrifice—the sacrifice every citizen must make to
participate in democracy—and insists on his individual voice. In the end,
however, Burroughs experienced the same sacrifice of self and individuality through writing as thieves began to appropriate his name to their
crimes, thus multiplying and dispersing his self. While Burroughs’s disappearance into print caused him much misery, Franklin thrives because
he willingly embraces government that replaces “bodies at the center of
state power … with structures of representation, written law, and elected
positions” ().
e abstraction of these two men into print results in a self-sacrifice
of individuality that is similar to the way citizens make their participation felt through the anonymity of writing (the ballot). In his reading of
Charles Brockden Brown’s ventriloquists and fictional secret keepers,
Downes focuses on the secret ballot in order to examine the relations
among secrecy, writing, and democratic participation. Giving up all
secrets, both in Brown’s fiction and in political life, transforms people
into hollow agents of the law. However, holding on to secrets does not
provide Brown’s fictional secret keepers, and by extension citizens, a fullness of identity. Rather, secrets create a relationship of appropriation that
allows people to become disembodied subjects as they “throw their voice”
in order to participate in the democratic political process.
Downes’s Democracy deconstructs the traditional opposition between
monarchy and democracy, thus advancing a compelling argument of how
the extension of democratic rights owes much to its inheritance from monarchy. Unapologetically theoretical, Downes creates an engaging dialogue
with the work of philosophers and political theorists like Derrida, Balibar,
Arendt, Laclau, and Mouffe. e result is a work that provides a fresh
methodological approach to the field of early American literature.
Pablo Ramirez
University of Guelph
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Coral Ann Howells. Refiguring Identitites: Contemporary
Canadian Women’s Fiction. New York: Palgrave/Macmillan,
2003. 230 pp. $59.95 cloth.
Coral Ann Howells, ed. Where Are the Voices Coming
From?: Canadian Culture and the Legacies of History.
Amsterdam/New York: Rodopi, 2004. 266 pp. $81.00 cloth.
Two new books by Coral Ann Howells make welcome additions to the
international scholarship on Canadian literature that has grown in leaps
and bounds alongside the burgeoning international readership of Canada’s
writers. A well-known and respected literary critic, Howells has written
extensively on Canadian literature, in particular on women writers and
most notably on Margaret Atwood and Alice Munro. In Refiguring Identities: Contemporary Canadian Women’s Fiction, Howells turns her critical
eye to the work of a younger generation of writers, while in Where Are
the Voices Coming From?: Canadian Culture and the Legacies of History,
she extends her editorial interests to Canadian film as well as Canadian
literature. In both books, Howells draws on the theoretical frameworks of
feminism, postmodernism, and postcolonialism with the dexterity, insight,
and nuance of an experienced and well-read critic. Readers and students of
Canadian literature everywhere will find these two publications useful.
In her Introduction to Refiguring Identities, Howells recognizes the
significant change in Canada’s literary profile since the early s, forged
by the increased number of Canadian writers of diverse, non-European
ethnic and racial backgrounds. Her interest lies in how this has changed
the concept of Canadianness and refigures the perennial Canadian question of national identity. Taking up her position as “a reader and critic
working outside Canada” (), Howells sets out to explore the complexities
of identity construction in recent Canadian literature through the analysis
of “a representative range” () of texts by Canadian women. ese include
a short story collection by Alice Munro—Hateship, Friendship, Courtship,
Loveship, Marriage—and nine novels—Alias Grace and e Blind Assassin
by Margaret Atwood; e Stone Diaries and Larry’s Party by Carol Shields;
Fall on Your Knees by Ann-Marie MacDonald; e Electrical Field by Kerri
Sakamoto; Cereus Blooms at Night by Shani Mootoo; e Cure for Death by
Lightning by Gail Anderson-Dargatz; and Monkey Beach by Eden Robinson.
Each of these writers, Howells asserts, raises the question of “how much
of anyone’s identity is authentic and dependent on inheritance, and how
 | Verduyn
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much is performative, subject to circumstances, and so redefinable in different contexts” (). Her aim is to investigate continuities and differences
of emphasis from one text to another and in this way to chart the changes
that have taken place in Canadian literature in recent years. Acknowledging that her study focuses on Anglophone perspectives and writers most
widely read outside of Canada, Howells proposes to make the case for the
place of Canadian women’s writing in the broader picture of contemporary political and cultural realities in Canada. ese realities, she argues,
together with a host of Canadian critics such as Barbara Godard, Smaro
Kamboureli, Arun Mukherjee, and Charles Taylor among others, may best
be thumbnailed today by the question of what constitutes Canadianness.
Howells wishes to assess and establish the contribution of women’s literary
texts and cultural criticism to the “process of reimagining Canadianness”
(). Assessment of this contribution involves the key concepts of multiculturalism, feminism, and nationalism, each within the postcolonial context.
ough these are given “different inflections” in the different texts Howells
has chosen, she finds and demonstrates that each work contributes to reimagining Canadian identity, often by revisiting Canadian history. us
for example, historical fictions by Margaret Atwood (Alias Grace and e
Blind Assassin) and Ann-Marie MacDonald (Fall on Your Knees) revise
the image of earlier-day Canada as being a more homogenous and unified
society than today. ese writers, Howells writes, open up possibilities for
“a revised rhetoric of Canadianness” (), possibilities taken up in compelling ways by the other authors in her study.
at the project to re-imagine Canadian identity is not limited to work
by writers from Canada’s so-called “minority communities,” such as Kerry
Sakamoto, Shani Mootoo, and Eden Robinson, is further illustrated by
Howells’s exploration of writing by Alice Munro, Carol Shields, and Gail
Anderson-Dargatz. us, for example, in e Cure for Death by Lightning
by Anderson-Dargatz, a story about a white girl growing up between white
and Aboriginal cultures in British Columbia, “even the most traditional
Canadian forms of pioneer fiction and wilderness narrative are refigured,”
Howells finds, when “the act of writing becomes a form of cross-cultural
negotiation” (). Indeed, storytelling—whether oral as in many aboriginal traditions or written as in literature—becomes a transformative act
in the hands of the writers Howells considers, and it is in this way that
they contribute to the “process of transforming the discourse of Canadian
national identity in order to accommodate the heterogeneous identities of
the nation’s inhabitants” (). Not that Canadian women’s writing is to
be expected to provide solutions to the question of Canadianness, HowBook Reviews | 
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ells is quick to qualify, “But they do present a more honest recognition of
the differences and multiple affiliations within individual identities that
need to be negotiated by politicians and social policymakers as well as by
individual citizens” ().
Howells’s interest in Canadian culture and history finds further
expression in her edited collection Where Are the Voices Coming From?:
Canadian Culture and the Legacies of History. Where Refiguring Identities
examines Canadian English-language literary works alone, this collection of essays looks at both anglophone and francophone Canada. It also
considers both literary and film production. Where Are the Voices Coming
From? presents a fruitful comparative format. Organized into two halves
—the first focused on Canadian literature and the second on Canadian
film—the book offers five paired readings in each half. In the literary pairings of Part I, Howells analyzes a work from English-language Canada,
while her colleague Peter Noble analyzes a work from French-language
Quebec. us, in Chapter , “Stories of Wilderness and Settlement,” Alice
Munro is “paired” with Gabrielle Roy. Chapter , “History and Its Secrets,”
pairs Margaret Atwood’s Alias Grace with Anne Hebert’s Kamouraska
and Les Fous de Bassan. Chapter , “Maritime Gothic,” twins Ann-Marie
MacDonald’s Fall on Your Knees and Antonine Maillet’s Crache à pic and
Mariaagélas. In Chapter , “History and Dispossession: First Nations
Writers,” Peter Noble examines Bernard Assiniwi’s Le Bras-Coupe while
Howells examines Tomson Highway’s Kiss of the Fur Queen. Finally, in
Chapter , “Nomadism and History,” Régine Robin’s La Québécoite is read
next to Anne Michaels’s Fugitive Pieces.
Part II: Film takes a similar approach, using the same five chapter headings, with Tony Simons contributing five essays on the French language
films Maria Chapdelaine (Gilles Carle), Jésus de Montréal (Denys Arcand),
Massabielle (Jacques Savoie), Kanehsatake (Alanis Obomsawin), and Anne
Trister (Lea Pool), while David Hutchison contributes two analyses (Atom
Egoyan’s e Sweet Hereafter and Philip Borsos’s e Grey Fox), and Scott
Henderson the final three (Mort Ransen’s Margaret’s Museum, Vincent
Ward’s Map of the Human Heart, and Ted Kotcheff ’s e Apprenticeship
of Duddy Kravitz). Cross-disciplinary, cross-cultural, and comparative
efforts such as these remain relatively rare in Canadian studies, and
Howells’s collection is especially welcome in this regard. As in her single
author study, Refiguring Identities, Howells is again concerned with the
notion of Canadianness and with the inclusion in debates and discussions
about Canadian identity—both personal and national—of groups that in
Canadian history have been “othered.” e essays pursue these concerns
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through a selection of themes chosen as representative of “the experience
of the people of Canada, faced with the multiplicities of their history and
their various perceptions of it” (xiv). ese themes include wilderness,
violence, immigration, nomadism, and dispossession. In addition, Howells
considers the recurring figure of the “outsider,” an ambiguous, marginalized figure that might be read as “an emblem of the attempt to facilitate
understandings of who those ‘others’ are and where their voices are coming
from” (xiv). Above all, Canadian history and its revision are seen as key
to the cross-cultural dialogue that is the ultimate goal of the analyses of
books and films included in the study. “Our reading of history and its reinterpretations in a wide range of literary texts and film from across Canada,”
Howells sums up, “has been our attempt to engage, through varied critical
and theoretical approaches, in a cross-cultural dialogue” (). Moreover,
“shared understanding of and respect for divergent perceptions of history
will be the only way for Canada—or indeed for any country—to survive,
let alone evolve, in the twenty-first century” (). Perceptions of Canada
and its cultural future expressed by voices abroad are worth listening to,
if only to hear stated again—and how articulately in the case of critics
like Howells—the necessary recognition of the complex, multiple nature
of “Canadianness.”
Christl Verduyn
Mount Allison University

Mark Simpson. Trafficking Subjects:
The Politics of Mobility in Nineteenth-Century America.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2005.
In Trafficking Subjects: e Politics of Mobility in Nineteenth-Century
America, Mark Simpson, Associate Professor of English at the University
of Alberta, offers us a compendium of nineteenth-century travel narratives, what he eruditely labels “scenes of traffic and transit” (iv). Sporting
a chronological breath that takes in antebellum America, the postbellum
period, and even finding time for contemporary political commentary,
the book explores a fecund literary landscape that capably reveals the
complexities of movement in the United States. e politics of mobility
of which Simpson speaks suggest that travel and movement are processes
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laden with cultural values, contests, and transactions, in essence, thoroughly entwined with relations of power. As the author asserts in the
Introduction, the goal here is “to understand mobility not as a naturally
occurring phenomenon but much more rigorously as a mode of social
contest decisive in the manufacture of subjectivity and the determination of belonging” (xiii). With this in mind, Trafficking Subjects draws on
contemporary cultural theory (notably Grewal and Kaplan) to illuminate
the complex interplay between such contested terms as travel and space,
capital and progress.
e four chapters contained within Trafficking Subjects tender a diverse
tour through nineteenth-century American literature. e case studies
are carefully arranged, well grounded in critical theory, and cogently
illuminate mobility as a social contest. Chapter One, “Nat Turner’s Restlessness” explores the Southampton slave uprising of  through the
medium of omas Gray’s e Confessions of Nat Turner. Chapter Two
turns to Poe and Melville, dubbed “dramas of uncertain circulation” ()
to trace threads of neo-colonial tourism, commerce, and the publishing
industry in antebellum America. “Secret Circuits, Fugitive Moves” ponders themes of national crisis, belonging, and secrecy via a discussion of
the Fugitive Slave Act and the “underground railroad.” e memoirs of
Sarah Edmonds and Harriet Tubman are utilized here to reveal the subtle
interactions between mobility, information, public anxiety, and surveillance, namely how “crises of motion become crises of knowledge”().
In the fourth chapter, “Mobility’s Disciplines,” the emphasis shifts to the
latter years of the nineteenth century. Stephen Crane’s despatches from
Mexico and Jack London’s “e Road” appear here as exemplars of an era
of transformation and industrial strife, an age where mobility was essential
to capitalist efficiency but also antithetical to social discipline. As Simpson
concludes, mobility in the nineteenth century was a powerful commodity
that advantaged white, male, middle-class protagonists at the expense of
others. Crucially, however, these processes were also unexpected, anarchic,
contested. As the author notes, “[H]owever determined and directed, histories and itineraries of human movement remain contingent, accidental;
that the traces of contest legible within these histories and itineraries can
teach us to see how they might have been different—and so imagine how
they could now be remade” ().
Trafficking Subjects is a well-prosecuted and ingenious work. It convincingly illustrates how various literary forms—poems, novels, public
exhibitions, travelogues—serviced imperatives of imperial acquisition,
capitalist process, ethnic and class divisions, and projections of national
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destiny. As Simpson tells us, travel is not a flimsy term encapsulated by
leisure, freedom, romance, and adventure nor an incontrovertible badge
of American national identity. Instead it is a complex process harbouring
distinct social, racial, pedagogic, and class functions. e contemporary
relevance of such an assessment is starkly elucidated in the Epilogue,
where Simpson turns to critique the escapades of Microsoft and the current Bush administration as proclaiming their own politics of mobility
based on American Exceptionalism. Tracing a direct link from the Fugitive Slave Act to the Patriot Act, Simpson advocates resistance as well as
awareness, ending on some sound advice: “Against imperial amnesia, we
must ensure that history’s problematic, much like mobility’s, stays subject
to contest” ().
Karen Jones
University of Kent

Gautam Chakravarty. The Indian Mutiny and the British
Imagination. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2005.
In his epic study History of the Sepoy War in India (–) John Kaye
remarked, “To be invaded and to be conquered is a state of things appreciable to the inhabitant of India.” In this staggeringly complacent comment,
Kaye points to one of the fundamental misunderstandings that dogged
British rule in India throughout the nineteenth century. Kaye goes on to
assert that kismet is responsible for India’s subordination, suggesting that
the Indian people languidly accepted their subaltern status as God’s will.
Until the  uprising, the Indian subcontinent had been administered
by the private trading concern, the East India Company. e British occupation of India was widely regarded as being based on mutual consent, and
it was argued that Britain’s influence would, in the long run, be a nurturing
one. As the Great Exhibition Catalogue demonstrates, the mid-Victorians
regarded India as on a par with Greece—an ancient civilization in decline
as a result of its decadent ways. With guidance, the Indians might, just, one
day be able to take responsibility for themselves once more. is view was
hastily abandoned after the events of –, and subsequent interactions
with the subcontinent were much more cautious. While company officials
had originally intermarried with local women, by the s the arrival of
British women and missionaries in India had made inter-racial marriages
taboo. Whereas in the past these cross-cultural unions had facilitated
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greater understanding between the two cultures, the decline in mixed-race
marriages led to an increase in racism and a growing distance between
the Indians and the British invaders. While the impending revolt may be
obvious to the modern-day historian who is able to view a trajectory of
minor uprisings over the hundred years since Clive’s victory at Plassey,
for the mid-Victorians the rebellion was completely unexpected and, following on so swiftly from the challenges of the Crimean War, it added to
a sickening sense of colonial crisis.
Drawing on a combination of historical and fictitious accounts produced between  and , Gautam Chakravarty examines what the
uprising meant to the British and how they dealt with the trauma of the
Mutiny. While for Indian historians the revolt has been reconfigured as
the first Indian War of Independence, for the British the Mutiny became
a source of lasting anxiety, shaping their responses to subsequent imperial
unrest and constantly reminding them of the fragility of their imperial
dominance. Chakravarty’s impressive study considers the ways in which
the Mutiny was imagined and re-imagined by the British, viewing the
insurrection not only as a refusal to accept Anglicism and forced assimilation but also as an outright rejection of European modernity.
Having frequently treated India as a text to be read and interpreted,
it is hardly surprising that the British coping mechanism in the Mutiny’s
aftermath involved further textualization. According to Chakravarty, both
historians and literary writers returned compulsively to the event, revising it, re-interpreting it, and even attempting, in the case of Tennyson,
to convert it into a triumph. British novelists have penned over seventy
works dealing with the uprising since , and Chakravarty presents an
incisive survey of those produced up to the eve of Indian independence.
e study—which excludes work by Indian writers—ranges from historical accounts by Malleson, Ball, and Kaye to novels by well-known writers
like Kipling and Flora Annie Steel and more neglected figures, including
Sydney Owenson. All of these texts, but particularly the novels, are, for
Chakravarty, testament to the “fantasy of mastery” that preoccupied the
British in post-Mutiny India
Chakravarty argues that accounts of the Mutiny can be broken down
into three groups. e first he identifies as the tale of flight, siege, or captivity (in which the first-person narrator is the victim of rebels), the second
is a personal account of counter-insurgency, and the third is a combination of the first two. Chakravarty suggests that different accounts became
popular at different times, reflecting different era’s needs to re-think the
chaos of  in different ways. Particularly entertaining is his discussion
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of the rise of the Mutiny spy story in the s and s in spite of the
fact that there are hardly any historical accounts of British espionage and
infiltration at this time.
Chakravarty neatly maps different stages of response, beginning with
attempts at mediation and moving on to fraught enquiries into the causes
and meanings of the uprising. Importantly, he takes into account the historical context of the rebellion, offering detailed analyses of catalytic events
like the annexation of Awadh (Oudh), alongside more distant historical
unrest. Chakravarty also provides a sequence of interpretations of “iconic”
Mutiny events, like the massacre of two hundred English women and
children at Cawnpore and the alleged heroism of Miss Ulrika Wheeler,
who, before it was discovered that she had absconded with an Indian
man, had come to represent the purity, heroism, and strength of English
womanhood.
In his account of revisionism, Chakravarty charts the “gaping difference of opinion” between British and Indian interpretations of events.
He points to the dangers of texts like James Mill’s History of British India
(), which presented a static, backward-looking India and which, owing
to its place on the English East India’s Haileybury training college syllabus, shaped official attitudes to India for many years. Chakravarty also
makes important revisions of his own to previous feminist studies of the
Mutiny by Indira Ghosh, Nancy Paxton, and Jenny Sharpe. Chakravarty
acknowledges the importance of each of these works, but he seeks to
devote more attention to Indian womanhood and moves away from Sharpe
and Paxton’s emphasis on imperial chivalry and the body of the white
woman. Instead, he concentrates on the distinction between “the white
female who resists an obedient incorporation into the romantic-domestic
repertory of roles, and the brown indigene who resists incorporation into
the imperial formation, its hierarchies, expropriations and its ‘language
of command’” ().
e logical extension of Chakravarty’s examination of these previously
marginalized women is a discussion of cross-cultural love and desire. Novelists like Owenson, Medwin, Reid, Taylor, and Kipling introduce intercultural love into their works to titillate readers. However, none of these
cross-racial liaisons is ever permitted to prosper, and mixed race unions
are only ever invoked so that they can be dismissed in post- novels.
Chakravarty presents an outstanding study of the myth-making surrounding the Mutiny across ninety tense years. He takes issue with some
of Edward W. Said’s more sweeping pronouncements, following Bart
Moore-Gilbert’s critique of Said’s undue attention to the textual archive.
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Contending that Said’s focus on the archive neglected to consider the
experiences of those with first-hand experience of life alongside Indians in
India, Chakravarty regards the Anglo-Indian novel as a direct challenge to
the monolithic arguments he detects in Orientalism. Arguing that British
cultural identity, language, and representations of India were modified and
complicated through encounters with a diverse and endlessly challenging
country and people, Chakravarty usefully reminds us of the differences
between novelists who had lived and worked in India, subsuming themselves in local culture, and those who textualized the subcontinent from a
distance. Chakravarty skilfully interlaces discussions of archival materials,
neglected novels, and recent developments in postcolonialism, handling
all of his material with a real elegance. While his discussion of some texts
(most notably Dickens’s notorious “On Perils of Certain English Prisoners”)
is a little cursory, overall Chakravarty’s work is a major contribution to our
understanding of this pivotal moment in Anglo-Indian relations.
Grace Moore
e University of Melbourne

Alan Shepard and Stephen D. Powell, eds.
Fantasies of Troy: Classical Tales and the Social Imaginary
in Medieval and Early Modern Europe.
Toronto: Centre for Reformation and Renaissance
Studies, 2004. xi + 306 pp.
Of the fifteen essays contained in this volume, thirteen were originally
presented as papers at “e Fall of Troy in the Renaissance Imagination,”
a two-day conference held at the Centre for Renaissance and Reformation
Studies at the University of Toronto in . e relationship between the
backward-looking Renaissance in the conference title with the forwardlooking early modern in the book title underscores an important theme
that runs through both: the evolution of a period’s view of itself and its
relationship to the past, a view embedded in its peoples’ social imaginaries. Just as early modern looks back to sixteenth-century Europeans as our
glorious ancestors (an attitude whose scholarly significance Stephen GuyBray elaborates in his essay), so in this volume many Renaissance writers
predictably imply that they are superior to their immediate progenitors,
that they resemble instead a more impressive, ancient people.
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e essays in Fantasies of Troy also complicate this received wisdom
in persuasive and satisfying ways. For example, several of the essays show
how societies use the Troy myth not merely to look backwards but to
look sideways to their contemporary neighbours. Because we are like the
Trojans, we are not like Rome, say the Venetian writers in Sheila Das’s
essay. Because we are descended from the Trojans, French is descended
from Greek, not Roman, say the linguists in Paul Cohen’s essay. We feel
related to both the Trojans and to our native Gaelic tradition, say the
Irish writers and scribes in Brent Miles’s. Because we are like the Trojans,
we shall create a society based on virtuous love, says Spenser in James
Carscallen’s essay, while Elizabeth Bellamy and Rebecca Helfer each argue
that Spenser’s use of Troy actually undercuts such patriotic fervor. In Scott
Schofield’s essay, Anthony Munday relies on the persistence of England’s
Trojan founder myth in the public mind to celebrate James I in an age when
contemporary historians have already rejected the myth as fictitious.
e editors’ use of the title Fantasies of Troy in place of the conference’s
Fall of Troy underscores the self-aggrandizing impulse implicit in many
early modern uses of the Troy myth. Das’s Venetian chroniclers and
Cohen’s French linguists do not envision a defeated people when they
posit a Trojan ancestry; at minimum, they envision survivors, handing down their noble legacy to a people who can sustain and cherish
it. Michael Ullyot’s essay cites numerous early modern English writers
who associate London (Troynovant) with “Troy’s glory before its fall,
necessarily omitting the myth’s more cautionary elements,” and Stephen
Guy-Bray finds in scholarship on early modern England a similar notion,
“that Troy is a precedent for England only in a good way.” However, Section Two of Fantasies of Troy, “Rhetoric, Translation Imperii, and Trojan
Legacy,” undermines this received notion, as well. Here, the Elizabethan
Troynovant is replaced in Guy-Bray’s, Johnson’s, and Andrew Hiscock’s
essays by a much darker sixteenth-century view. Guy-Bray shows that for
the Earl of Surrey, even Virgil’s Aeneid is less about empire-building than
about death and painful memories. Johnson’s essay on Shakespeare’s e
Rape of Lucrece and Hiscock’s on Hamlet suggest that Surrey’s view is
not unique but fairly representative of sixteenth-century English writers,
not so much celebrating their country as “mourning for a lost integrity.”
In Hiscock’s essay, Hamlet shares with the citizens of Troynovant the
wish to affiliate himself positively with the Troy story, but “interpretative
crises” consistently prevent him from doing so. Troy’s fall also dominates
Stéphanie Bélanger’s essay, where we see Robert Garnier use the story (in
his La Troade) to elucidate the horror of wars and the injustices perpetuBook Reviews | 
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ated by the powerful (“l’horreur des guerres et les injustices perpétuées
par les puissants”).
e essays in Fantasies of Troy also move beyond conventional views
of Renaissance chauvinism by revealing underlying skepticism or subversion in many treatments of the Troy myth. In Johnson’s essay, Shakespeare
“portrays the disjunctive violence inherent in the Troynovant tradition” in a
way that “undermines the exemplarity of Troy’s fall.” Here, Shakespeare is
critiquing the act of appropriation itself. In a similar vein, Michael Ullyot’s
essay, where the death of King Henry makes Troynovant untenable, shows
that “even exemplars are vulnerable to shifts of occasion.” Spenser also
critiques exemplarity in the Faerie Queene, according to Bellamy’s and
Helfer’s essays. In Bellamy’s essay, Spenser’s Paridell embodies “the possibility that no history or genealogy of Troy can be separated from the
errancies of complex literary history,” a metacritical stance Bellamy finds
also in Ariosto’s Orlando furioso and Chaucer’s House of Fame. In Helfer’s,
“Britomart unwittingly points to the great lie (but still open secret) of
Virgilian translatio: the nearly endless replication of new Troys, each of
which seeks endless empire.”
In contrast to these metacritical authors, as Lorna Jane Abray’s essay
shows, Christine de Pisan appropriates Troy’s fall quite pointedly as an
exemplum; over the course of her career, Christine repeatedly evokes
Hector and his fate as a warning to the powerful dukes of her own time,
whose lack of self-control might otherwise lead to “a kingdom-ruining
holocaust comparable to the fiery destruction” of Troy. A damning image
in Abray’s essay, Achilles attacking Hector from behind as he bends over
to loot a dead body, becomes humorous in Pamela Luff Troyer’s. ere,
Troyer read the Middle English Seege of Troye as a “facetiously unorthodox version of a history venerated by high culture,” persuasively arguing
that passages once attributed to authorial ignorance are in fact deliberate
innovations, “instances of the Bakhtinian transformation of the official
culture into the carnivalesque.” Fantasies of Troy shows that even some
of the writers who valorize Troy do so subversively. For example, Michael
Keefer in his essay argues persuasively that in Christopher Marlowe’s Dr
Faustus, Faustus’s revivified Helen of Troy should be read through the lens
of several mediating authors to represent not merely a demonic spirit but
a paradoxical, Gnostic figure of “eroticized wisdom—perhaps even the
Wisdom of perversity.”
is awareness of and sensitivity to the effects of mediating texts is
a particular strength in the essays of Fantasies of Troy, extending the
volume’s perspective and impact beyond the purview of early modern
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scholarship into a diachronic study of potential interest to scholars of the
classical, medieval, and modern periods as well. Students of early modern
literature should take particular note of this book; scholars interested in
the impact of literary antecedents or political conditions on literature also
have much to gain from it.
Lauren Kiefer
State University of New York College at Plattsburgh
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